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to be ?j-complete in NP. It is not known if emy of these problems are complete in 
NP with respect o any of :he dl.:terministic polynomial-time reducibilities. In this 
paper, we call y-reducibility strlong nondeterministic polynomial-time many-one 
&uciWty, and it is the strongest of the strong nondeterministic reducibilities 
which we consider. 
P&r introducing basic notat:on, definitions, and background in Section 2, we 
then define the strong nondeterministic polynomial-time reducibilities in Section 
3 and develop some of their basic properties, The line of investigation follows that 
in [S] for the deterministic and nondeterministic polynomial-time reducibilities. In 
the major results, of Section 3 we show, using Simon and Gill’s [l2, 131 technique 
of upward diagonalization, that each of the strong nondeterministic reducibilities 
defined here differ over the class of rzcursive sets. Thus, the strong nondeterministic 
polynomial-time r educibilities exhibit the same rel,ational structure as do the deter- 
ministic polynomial-time reducibilities. These results also yield that if 
NP # coNP then the classes of NP-hard sef s, determined by each of the strong 
nondeterministic polynomial-time reducibilities defined here, differ. Similar results 
also follow ,for t&c:: deterministic polynomial-time reducibilities. 
In Section 4 we consider the question of whether corresponding pairs of deter- 
ministie,lstrong nondeterminis4c and strong nondeterministic/nondeterministic 
polynomial-time reducibilities differ. The technique of upward diagonalization is 
used to prove that the strong n\,,ndeterministic and deterministic versions of Turing 
retducibility differ. It remains an open question as to whether the remaining pairs 
of strong nondetl:rministic and deterministic polynomial-time reducibilities differ. 
Somexhal the opposite situaticln is found to occur for corresponding pairs of strong 
nondeterministiC and nondeterministic polynomial-time reducibilities. Again, 
upward diagonalization is used to prove that corresponding pairs of these 
reducibilities, up ::hrough truth-table type reductions, do differ. It is; then shown 
th:xt upward diagonalization cannot, however, be: used to prove that the nondetes- 
Iministic and strong nondeterministic versions of Turing reducibility differ. This 
result indicates a weakness in Ithe technique of upward diagonalization, since it is 
easily seen from the work of Baker,, Gill and Solovay [2] that these two reducibilities 
do differ. Some open problems are presented in Section 5. 
2, >I ot 4fion, terminology, has% definitions 
We use the multi-tape Turing machine as ou.!: model of computation. A Turing 
machine A4 (either deterministic or nondeterministic) runs in polynomial time if 
there is a polynamial p such that on any input of length n, any comp;utation sequence 
of M halts in at most p(n) steps. Turing machines used to compute functions other 
than 0 11 valued functions are callf:d f:ransducers and are equipped with a special 
tape df.:signated as the output tape We aliow nordeterministic transducers which, 
in general, will compute multi-valued functions. ‘We also use oracle Turing machines 
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which are multi-tape Turing machines with three extra states, the QUERY, YES, 
and NO states, and one extra tape, the oracle tape. An oracle Turing machine M 
runs in polynomial time if there is a polynomial p such that on any input of length 
n, any computation sequence of M halts in at most 1~ (rt) steps regardless of what 
oracle sei .s used. 
We fix the alphabet C = (0, 1) and unless otherwise stated assume that all sets 
are over 2’*. For x E .X*, 1x1 denotes the length of x with A denoting the string of 
length 0. For A E X*, A’ denotes the complement of A and CA( *) denotes the 
characteristic function of A. The natural numbers are denoted by N and ( l , l ) is 
taken to denote a recursive bijection from N x N to N. 
Let Gcr and sp denote arbitrary reducibilities. We say that sa stratifies dp if 
there exist recursive sets A and B‘ such that A <p B, B so A, A F& B, and B $C, A. 
Set B is sr -hard for NP if A sa B for all A E NP. B NP if B E NP 
and B is +-hard for NP. 
The importance of the polynomial-time reducibilities (and of polynomial-time 
many-one reducibility in particular) is, by now, well established and needs no 
further mcrgivation here. The definitions of polynomial-time zrany-one (Karp [4]) 
and Turing (Cook [3]) reducibilities are derived in the obvious way from the 
definitions of many-one and Turing reducibility respectively. The approach to 
deterministic polynomial-time truth-table reducibility [6] is, however, not obvious 
and is rather abstract. As argued in [6], the reason for thi:i approach is, in part, 
due to.a reluctance to settle on a fixed set of Boolean connectives since, in 1:erms 
of space requirements, certain sets of connectives seemingly yic!ld a more compact 
representation of Boolean functions than do other sets of coirnectives. 
Definition 2.1. Set A is many-one reducible to set B in polyslomial time (A & B) 
if there is a function .f computable by a deterministic transducer in polynomial time 
such that x E A if and only if f(x) E B. 
Definition 2.2. Set A is Turing reducible to set B in polynomial time (A SF B) if 
there is a deterministic oracle Turing machine M which runs in polynomial time 
such that M, with oracle set B, recognizes A. 
Let i” be a fixed finite alphabet for encoding Boolean functions and let caf r u 
(0, II*. 
Definition 2.3. (i) A tt-condition is a member of r*c(c(O, 1)“)“. 
(ii) A tt-condition generator is a recursive mapping of (0, I}* into the set of 
tt-conditions. 
(iii) A tl.-condition evaluator is a recursive mapping of I’*c{O, l}* into (0, 1). 
(iv) L.*et e be a tt-condition evaluator. A tt-condition accyl . . . cyk is e-satisfied 
by B if and only if e(Qc&(y1). . . c&yk)) = 1. 
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D&i&ion 2A Set A i:s truth4able reducible to set B in polynomial time (A G {i B) 
if t:here is a polynomial-time computable generator g and a polynomis: 5me 
conqsuxable: evahtator e such that x E A if and only if g(x) is e-saitsfied by E _ 
By restricting the tt-condition evaluators, strengthened versions of polynom ,al- 
time reducibilities may ‘be defined: 
D&&ion 2.5. (;) Set A is conjunctive reducible to Bt in polynomial time (A s ,” B) 
if the evaluator has the property that e(cuco-1 . . . ck) = 1 if and only if llrri = 1 for 
1 :s; i s k. 
~(i .) Set A is disjunctive reducible to I? in polynomial time (A G: B) if the 
cv:a&rator has the property that e(crcal . . . uk) = 0 if and only if ai = 0 for 1 s i s k, 
@i) Set A is positive reducible to B in polynomial time (A up’ B) if the evaluator 
ha% ishe prol~;~er~ y that if 4 (cycm~ . . . (IQ) == 1 and ui = 1 implies that ri = 1 for 1 s i s k, 
ihell! ~~(IWT,, . . . Tk) = 1. 
The relatiional structurL; of this class of rleducibilities, which will be *>f interest o 
us later, Is summarized in the next two propositions and also in Fig. 1. Both 













Fig: 1. ( 5: Q .-1, < 6 denotes A sa B =:a A sfi B for all sets A ant1 B. By Proposition 2.7, no + can be 
reversed.) 
Thie nondeterrninistic polynomial-time reducibi3ties arise by allowing nondeter- 
minism in the rkuctjon procedures. These reductions allow a set to be accepted 
rtonldeterrAnisti~:a!ly with the help of another set, and thus suffer from the same 
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lack of realism that “NP” type algorithms do. However, they have been used in 
important specific instances. Meyer and Stockmeyer [9, 141 use them to define the 
P-hierarchy and Eaker, Gill and Solovay [2] use them to study relativized versions 
of the P = NP? question. 
Definition 2.8 (663). Set A is nondeterministically many-one reducible to set B in 
polynomial time (A c:’ B) if there is a nondeterministic transducer A! which runs 
in polynomial time such that x E A just in case M, on input x, produces some output 
DEB. 
‘Definisisn 2.9 ([9]). Set A is nondeterministically Turing reducible to set B in 
polynomial time (A <TN’ B) if there is a nondeterministic oracle Turing machine 
IV which runs in polynomial time such that x E A just in case some computation 
sequence of M on input x with oracle B accepts. 
Definition 2.10 ([6]). Set A is nondeterministically truth-table reducible to set B 
in polynomial time (A czp B) if there is a nondeterministic transducer 1M which 
runs in polynomial time and a deterministic polynomial-time computable evaluator 
e such that x E A just in case M; on input X, computes some tt-condition which is 
e-satisfied by B# 
-eNP -cNP +c 9 ‘cl 9 avid ~7 are defined similarly by placing the appropriate restrictions 
on the evaluators. 
The nondetey*ministic polynomial-time redticibilities exhibit a relational structure 
different from what of the deterministic polynomial-time reducibilities. Their struc- 





Proposition 2.11. For all sets A and B, 
(i) A s Ep BifandonlyifA~~PB; 
(ii) A 5: I”;i’ B implies that A s ,“’ B ; 
(iii) A d ,“’ BifandonlyifA$‘B; 
(iv) A s ,“’ B implies that A <tp B ; 
(v) A SE’ B if and only ijCA &‘B. 
.2, (i) sip stratifies SF”. 
(ii) <,Mp stral’ifies <TN’. 
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ion 3.41. For all sets A and B, 
(i) A s:N B implies that A <zN B and A <:N B ; 
(ii) A sC SN B and A SiN B each imply shat A s:” B :, 
(iii) A s,, SN B implies that A 6zN B ; 
(iv) A <zN B implies that A s:” B. 
Proof. Straightforward. •J 
see later that none of these imp ications can be reversed. 
Additional basic properties of these reducibilities are presented in the next two 
propositions, each of which is easily verified. Proposition 3.5 shows that the strong 
nondeterministic reducibilities behave well on the set being reduced and also on 
its complement. This is in contrast with the nondeterministic reducibihties where, 
for example, A c- F’ B does not necessarily imply tha;: 2; syp B [2, 81, Proposition 
3.6 shows tlhat c:ach of the strong nondeterministic reducibilities are: transitive. 
Again, this contrasts with the :nondetesministic reciucibilities since ::yp is not 
transitive [6]. 
Proposition 3.5. For all sets A and B, 
(i) A <EN B :f and only if 1% <zNB; 
(ii) A stN B i;f and only if A &N B, 
A~:~Bifandonlyif~&~B, 
A~$~Bifaandonlyif~k~~B; 
(iii) A sFtN B if and only ifA <St” B, 
A <zN B if and only if A aiN BY 
A <FFB zfand only ifA ~s,“i?; 
(iv) A sC S’N B if and only if A szN B. 
Proposition 3.6. Each of the strong nondeterministic polynomial-time reducibilities 
just defined is transitive. 
As mentioned in the introduction, a major theoretical importance of the strong 
nondeterministic polynomial-time reducibilities is that they determine a class of 
complete sets in NP which are not in COW unless NP = coNP. These reducibilities, 
therefore, czm k used to demonstrate nonmembership in P based on the hypothesis 
of NP # coF\r’P. ‘This important property is stated in the following propnsition, the 
proof of which ils straightforward. 
Propositiorl 3.7’. Let Ga SN denote any of the strong nondeterministic polynomial*-time 
reducibilitie,~ just defined. Then for all se!s A and B, 
(i) ifA s-a SN B and B E: NP TP coNP, then A E NP ~1 coNP; 
(ii) if A E NP n coNP, then A s zN B (with the exceptions (A f 8 and B = 63) or 
(A #P a&B -=X*) when <zN is SF? <zN, or ~2~); 
(iii) if B is 5; z” -complete in NP, then B E NP n csNP if and only if NP = coN?. 
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Theorem 3.8 gives a negative result concerning the limitations of the strong 
nondeterministic po’lynomi~~l-time reducibi%ities as rl tool for demonstrating intracta- 
bility. It st.ates that if NP # coNP thlen s$~ -completeness does not capture all of 
NP- coNP. In this case then,, there willi; be sets in NP-coNP which cannot be 
demonstrated to be intractable by virtue of being complete in NP with respect to 
any of the strong no:ndeterministic reducilbilities. This theorem is a direct generaliz- 
ation of a similar theorem by Ladner [.S] for the deterministic polynomial-timle 
aeducibilities, and our proof is a straightforward modification of his. 
‘E’heorern X8,, If NP f caNP, then there is a set C in NP, but not in coNP, which 
is not =$-complete in NP. 
Proof. Let (MJ be an efiective enumitration of the oracle Turing machines which 
run nondeterminisltically in polynomial time and let {Ai} be an effective enumeration 
of coNP. Also!, assuming that NP f CQNP,, let B E NIP - coNP. 
We construct a deterministic polynomial-time transducer T SO that when 
D = (x : 1 T(x)/ is odd), B n D satisfies, for i E N, the requirements 
RZi: B :E$’ B n D using oracle Imachine Mi, 
R 2i+*[: B r\D Z Ai. 
Tlhe construcltion meets requirement .R2i by “freezing” I9 at a finite set (which also 
freezes B n D at a finite set) until it iis discovered that B F=tN B n D via IMi. Notice 
that B cannot be gISN -reduced to any finite set since B rf NE’ n coNP. The construction 
meets requirement R2i+l by “freezing” JD at a finite set (which also freezes B n D 
at a finite variant OF B) urdtil it is discovered that B n D # Ai. Notice that no finite 
tarian& of B can eqiual Ai since B would then belong to NP n coNP. Thse require- 
menrts( Rzi guarantee that B & ;N B n D and the requirements R2i+l *guarantee 
that B n D& coNP, Note that B n D E NP because B E NP and D E P. Finally, 
B S-s_” B n D guaclntees that B n D cannot be &N-complete in NP. 
Construction (of T: 
(1) T(A) = A. 
(23 T(x) = T(O”) where m = 1x1 and x& {O}*. 
(3) On input 0” do the following: 
(i) Take IZ $tea;s to compute as much of T(h), T@j, T(OO), . . asI possible. 
Accrrm a - -_I -_---.I- that the last value computed in this sequence is T(0”) = l! 
(ii) t_‘ase A: j = 2i. Take r~ steps trying to discover a witness to B &“,” B n D 
via Mi. This might require knowing if some string, say M, is in D. If this information 
is needed., lthien try to compute T(u) within the balance of the allotted time limit 
of az steps. if no witness is found, then. output 1’. If a witness is found, output l? 
Case B : j == 2i + 1. Take r~ steps trying to discover a witness to B r> D # Ai. Again, 
if this requires computing r(w) for some string U, simply try to compute T(u) 
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within the allotted time limit. If no witness is found, then output 1’. If ;a witness is 
found, output 1 ‘+ ‘.
End of construction 
Notice that when T(0”) = li+’ for some 0”, requirement i has been satisfied. 
Therefore, if tke range of T is {l}“, all of the requirements will have been satisfied. 
If T- should get stuck outputting 1’ where j = 2i, then B n D is a finite set and 
B stN B n D via oracle Turing machine Mi. But then B would be in NPn coNP, 
which is a contradiction. If T should get stuck outputting 1’ where i = 2i + 1, then 
B n D would differ only finitely from R and also B PI D = Ai. Hence, E3 would 
differ only finitely from Ai and B would once again be in NP n coNI:' which is a 
contradiction. Therefore, T does not get stuck and the range of T is {l}*. El 
The remainder of this section is concerned with comparisons in strength between 
the strong nonde terministic reducibilities. The technique of upward diagonalization 
[12,13] is used to prove that each of these reducibilities differ over the class of 
recursive sets. This implies that the relational stralcture of the strong nondeterminis- 
tic polynomial-time reducibilities is the same as that of the deterministic polynomial- 
&me reducibilities. 
By way of motivation for the technique of upward diagonalization, consider the 
conjecture in [6] that P # NP Implies that <F and & differ on NP. /hfl approach 
to this conjecture would be to start with a set A E NP - P (assuming :P # NP) and 
construct a set B E Nl? such that A <F J? and A g: BI. This approach is used in 
[ 12,131 to prove, for example, that for every recursive A 4 P there exist:; a recursive 
set B such that /P =$ B and A SL B. The conjecture, unfortunately, remains open 
since the constructed set B is not known to be in NP, even if it is assumed that 
AENP-P. 
Despite the failure so far to settle this conjecture thrcugh the use of upward 
diagonalization, it is still possible to obtain interesting information about hard sets 
from such results. Using the example just cited, by selecting A to be a g:-complete 
set in NP-9, it follows that there are =$-hard sets for NP which are not &hard 
for XP (a:;suming P # NP). Results of this type were brought to the autholr”s attention 
by A. Sehnan. We now present similar results for the strong nondeterministic 
polynom!al-time reduci$lities, as well as new results for some of the deterministic 
polynom:al-time reducibilities. Further results can be found in Selman [l 11. 
Theorem 3‘,9. For every recursive set A IZ! NP n coNP there exists a recrmive set B 
such that A ~dp B and b; gzN B. 
(Notice that A $zN B canplot be replaced with the stronger statement A Sr’ B 
:since A <dp B implies that A s!’ B and, by Proposition 2.11, A sdPJR B implies 
that A <yp B. Assuming P 5 NP ncoNP, notice also that Ae NP A CSNP cannot 
be replaced with the stronge;r statement Ae P since, by Proposition 3.7tii), if 
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,4 E HP 0 CSNY then/ A c z” B. For the same reason, the hypothesis A e NP n coNP 
cannot be strerlgihened to A ti5 P 6r: Corollaries 3.11, 3.1’7, 4.9 and Theorems 3.21 
and 4.X, 
IProof. We construct a recurs.ive set -B such that for aill X, , 
xeA if andonlyif xOEBO”XlEB. W) 
Clearly tlhen, 14 !c: B. 
The intuitive reason for using the tt-condition ( #‘) is that when x E A, exactly 
one of x0 or x 1 can be assigned to B to satisfy ( # ). At the bsame time, the assignment 
of either x0 or ~1 to B can be madIe so as to force ai conjunctive tt-condition 
evaluator to incorrectly output 0 when evaluating a tt-condition which queries 
feither x0, x 1, or both. This is done by assigning the string queried to 3 and the 
one not queried to B. If both strings are queried just assign x0 to B ancl x 1 to n’. 
To do the construction, let (.gi} be an effective numeration of the nondeterministic 
polynomial-time computable tt-con.dition generators and let (ei} be an effective 
aznurneration of the deterministic polynomie:!-time computable tt-condition 
evaluators. For j E IV, we deti:?e requ%ement Ri I o be A 6 z” B using generator gi 
and evaluator die where j = (i! k). For j E 1V, stage j of the construction will satisfy 
& $40 that A &ii” B. Notice that it is possible to satisfy .A &” B via gi and ek in 
two different ways. First, the reduction procedure may, for some input :c, give an 
incorrect answer; that is, if x E A, some tt-condit ion generated by gi (x) might not 
be ek-satisfied by B and if x E. & some tt-condition m:ight be ek-satisfied by B. 
Se~:~l~id, theevalu.ator ek may, <or some input X, not evaluate a tt-condition generated 
by gj(x) according to the defin:tio:n of of”; that is, ~ccy~ . , . cy, might be ek-satisfied 
by B even though y,& B for !-;ome 1G m 6 n. 
,A pair of finite sets (Bo,, B1 1 is complete and consist!ent lwith ( #) if 
(aj Bor’r B1 = a; 
(b) if -n is the length of the longest string in B, u B1, then all strings of length 
at most m are in &u B1 ; 
ic) if Ix] < m, then x E A if :tnd only if x0 E So or x 1 E Ba. 
A pair of finite sets (Ba, B1) i:; @st: consiswzt with ( ;I+) if tlhe pair can be (extended 
to a pair (Bz, BJ) which is complete and consistent *with ( #). Extend here means 
that Bo c & and & c B3. At :&e end of (each stage J; of the construction, acomplete 
and consistent pair (B’+’ , l?‘--‘) extending (B’, I?‘) is determined. B”’ is an initial 
seg.ment of the set B being constructed, and s’i+’ is an initial segment of B. Finally, 
to start thg *rlonsrruction, let 13’ = 0 and B” = 0. 
Stage j = (i, k): SEARCH for an x and a pair of seis (Bo, BI) such that 
(1) (Bo, B,) is an extensior:. of (is’, .I?); 
(2) (By, B1) is consistent w ith ( # ); 
(3) for every output ac:c:yl . . . cyn of g&), y, EI?~JJBI for 1 srn sn; 
(4) x witnesses A SzN B0 rising generator gi and evaluator ek. 
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If and when SEARCH halts, extend (&, Bi) to a complete and consistent pair 
(B 
i+i, #+I) ,,“here B”’ (, Bi+l contains all strings of length at least j. GOTCs stage 
j+l. 
End of stage j
Lemma 3.10, At each stage, SEARCH is successful; that is, SEARCH halts. 
Proof. Suppose that SEARCH fails at some stage j = (i, k). It is easy to see that 
for each x there are an infinite number of pairs (Bo, B1) which satisfy (l)-(3). The 
awmption that SEARCH fails implies that for each x and pair of sets (&, B1) 
meeting conditions (l)-(3), A szN Bo using generator gi and evaluator ek. ‘c;i\re now 
argue that this cannot be the case. 
Case I: For some x EA, say ~0, gi(Xo) produces a tt-condition, say cuccyl . . . cy,, 
such that y,& B’ u B’ for some “k Sm=9zn. 
In this case, let y, be a arbitrary but fixed stxing among the y’s such that 
y,& B’ u I?‘. If y, is of the form wy where y E {O, l}, then neither w0 nor PV 1 are 
in B’ u l!?’ because the pair (B’, Z?‘) is complete. Now extend (B’, l?‘) to any pair 
(Bo, B1) such that 
(i) (Bo, Bl) meets conditions ( l)-(3) with the string x0 and 
(ii) y,k Bo. 
Notice that (i) and (ii) are not in conflict with each other because if y, = ~0, then 
w 1 can go into Bo if and only if w E A and if y,, = w 1, then w 0 can go into B. if 
and only if w EA. Thus, there is a pair (Bo, &) meeting (i) and (ii). Using the 
assumptions that SEARCH fails and that ~0 E: A, it must be the case that arccyl . . . cy,! 
is ek-satisfied by Bo. However, because y,, is not in Bo, cvccyl . . . cy, cannot be 
ek-satisfied by Bo since ek evaluates consistently with the definition of czN (bated 
on the assumption that SEARCH fails). This contradiction shows that case I cannot 
occur. 
Case II: For every x 2 z+,..; if cuccyl . . . cy, is any tt-condition produced by gi(x),: 
theny,EBi&ifor l<m<n. 
In this case we will conclude that A G NP-i? coNP. Since A& NP n coNP by 
hypothesis, this will show that case II also canno(t occur. 
Notice that for any string X, if gi(x) produces a tt-condition, say cuccyi . . . cy,, 
where y,,, E B’ u 8’ for 1s m s n, then cyccyl . . . cy, is ck-satisfied by B’ iff x E A. 
This is so because we have assumed that SEARCH f*lils and because the pair 
(B’, @) is consistent. From the fact that case I cannot occur, we also conclude that 
. _. 
if gi(x) produces a tt-codldition cuccyl . . . cy, with ym ti B’ u 23’ for some 1 s m s n, 
then x E A’. Therefore, to get that A E NIP n coNP, for any string X, nondeterministi- . _. 
tally compute gi(x) to obta in a &condition cuccy 1 . . . cyill. If y, & B’ u B’ for some 
1~msn,thenxEA.Ify,EB,i,JBifor1~m~n,thenxEAiffarccyl...cy,is 
ek-satisfied by B’. Because B’ ard B’ are finite, these conditions can be decided 
deterministically in po.lynomial time. Since Ati NP n coNP by hypothesis, case 11 
cannot occur. 
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Since neither case I nor case ‘[I can occur, we Izonclude that SEARICH must 
succeed at stage j. Ll 
Tae theorem is now proved by taking B to be the union of B’ for j E lV. Each 
pair (B! 2’) is complete and consistent with ( # 11 so that ( #) does hold for this 
&Once of B. Also, beczwse SEARCH is successfui ale each stage, A a,“” B. Finally, 
B is recursive because all strings of length j are decided at or before stage j. q 
Using Theorem 3.9, it is now easy to see that sorm: of the other strong nondeter- 
ministic polynomial-time reducibilitie*s differ. 
3.11. For levery ecursive set A ti NP n caNP ther;e are recursive sets B: c.I 
fG+- mzd E such thut 
Proof. (i) ,4& NPn CONP implies that ,& NP n coNP. Now apply Theorem 3.9 
to get a set B such that A’ G: # and x g,“” B. A <: 15 implies that A c: B by 
Proposition 3.1 of [6]. If A -$ B, then, by Proposition 3.5, A <zN B. Hence, 
A c ,’ B and A &” B. Finally, if A SE~ B then A G:” B by Proposition 3.4, 
so A S:Ni3. 
(ii) Simply take C to be the set B in part (i) of this corollary. 
(iii) Take D to be the set B of Theorem 3.9. Then A 60” D and A s F D since 
A ~dpD. 
(iv) Take E to be the set B of’ Theorem 3.9. Thr,:n A S: E and A SE: E since 
A %:” E. U 
We introduce some new notation which -Nil1 be helpful. Let 
HSNm (HPm) = {B 1 B is szN-hard (sz-hard) for NP), 
HSNc (HPc) = !B 1 B is <zN-hard (SF-hard) for ‘NP}, 
HSNd ,HPd) = {B 1 B is azN-,hard &z-h&I) for NP}, 
HSNp (HPp) = (B 1 B is sgN-hard (~~-hkl) for NP}, 
HSNtt (HPt?) = {B 1 B is G iN-hard (&harc;i) for NP’), 
HSNT (HP?‘) = {B 1 B is 6;N-hard (SF-harcl) for* NP}. 
GwolIary 3.1.2. The following statements are equivaknr: 
G) NP f coNP; 
(ii) I-BNm 5 HSNc:. 
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(iii) HSNm c, HSNd; 
(iv) HSNc Z HSNd; 
(v) HSNc 4 (HSNp - {@, C *}) ;
(vi) HSNd F”, (HSNp-{fl, 21*}). 
Proof. The proof is done by showing that (i) + (ii)-(,vi) and that each of (ii)- 
(vi)==+(i). We carry out in detail the proofs that (i)+(v) and that (v)+(i), The 
remaining proofs are done similarly. 
Assume that NP + CONP and select A E NP - coNP to be a sE1-complete set in 
NP. By Corollary 3.1 l(iii) there is a recursive set D such tha.t A <p’ D and A q,“” D. 
D E HSNp - HSNc. NP f CONP (by assumption), A is !ss complete, and A G F ID 
imply That DUE P. Therefore, D # 8 and D #C*. 
NOW assume that D E HSNp - HSNc and that D # 0 and D # C*. By the definition 
of MS&, there exists a set A E NP such that A #z” D. By part (ii) of Proposition 
3.7, A g NP n coNP. Therefore, NP # coNP. 0 
Additional similar results are also true of the corresponding deterministic poly- 
nomial-time reducibilities. 
Corollary 3.13. For every recursive set A& P there are recursive sets B, C, D, E, and 
F such that 
(i) AsIBandASFB; 
(ii) A s,’ C, A Seep C, and A Y$ C; 
(iii) A SF D and A S.dp D; 
(iv) A<FEandASFE; 
(v) A <zFand.A Sg F. 
(Note that the hypothesis A& P cannot be removed since A E P implies, for 
example, that A S: B [6]. For the same reason, the hypothesis A&P cannot be 
removed from Corollary 3.19 and Theorem 4. I .) 
Proof. The proof of (i) is the same as the proof of Theorem 3*9 except that an 
enumeration of the deterministic polynomial-time com.putable generators is used l 
When this is done, the contradiction reached in case I11 of Lemma 3. IO would be 
that A E P. The contradiction reached in case I remains the same. The proofs of 
(ii)-(v) are analogous to the proofs in Corollary 3.11. 3 
Corollary 3.14. The following statements are equivalent : 
(i) P # NP; 
(ii) HPm s HPc; 
(iii) HPm s HPd; 
(iv) HPc # HPd; 
(v) HPc 5 (HPp - (0, E*}); 
(vi) HPCI 5 {IIPp - {Id, X”)). 
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pro& Similar to the proof of Corollary 3.12. 0 
The next theorer:l yiel& as zl corollary that s s:” and gftN also differ over the 
class of recursiive Sets. 
m-rem 3y15. For every mxmiue set A& NP there exists a recur3 ‘ve set B such that 
A =$ B andA. S~?3. 
(Assuming NP n coNP s; NP9 notitze that A ti NP cannot be replaced with a stronger 
statement such as AL NP A coNP since A E NP implie!; that A SF’ B [6$) 
Proof. We construct a recursive set B so that for all X, 
x E A if and only if x0 SE B 0 x 1 E B (@ is exclusive or). W) 
Dbviousiy then, A s: B. 
Intuitively, the idea for using the tt-condition ( #) is that when x E A, assigning 
x0 to B and xl to B is consistent with (#), and a reduction of A to B decides 
that x E A. When x C- 4, assigning nr0 to B and 1: 11 to fi is not consistem with (#). 
Even so, a positive &reduction of A to B cannot, in this case, decide that x E A 
based on a tt-condition which queries both x0 and xl since the positive reduction 
would then also decide that x E A when x0 and x 1 are both assigned to B (which 
is consistent with # ). Thus, a posi,tive reduction of A to _D will decide, from rhz 
assignment of x0 to B and xl to @ and from a tl:-cond:ition querying :rO and xl, 
that x E A if and only if x E A. 
For j E N, we define requirement & to be A S 7’ B via generator gi and evaluator 
ek where j = (i, k). For j E N, staee j of the construction satisfies Ri and hence, 
A Sphp B. Notice that it is possible to satisfy A $:’ B vi3 gi and ek in two different 
ways, First, the reduction procedure may, for some input X, not work. according to 
definition of a nondeterministic reduction procedure; that is, if x E 2; it might, on 
some path, say that x E A or, if x f A, it I-night, on all halting paths, say that x E A’. 
Second, the evaluator may, fo., scme inpu,t x, not [evaluate a tt-condition generated 
by gj(x) according to the definition of 6 F’. 
The notions of a pair (JBo, BI) being complete and consistent with (:#) and just 
being consistent with ( # ) are defined analogously with their definition3 in Theorem 
3.9. At the end of each stage j of the construction, a complete and consistent pair 
(B ‘+‘, #+I 1 extending (B’, I?‘) is determined. B’+’ is an initial segment of the set B 
being construe ted and B’+’ 
v .
is an initial segment of &. Finally, to start the construction, 
let B’3 = 0 a,nd go = 0. 
1 





j = (i,, k): SEARLEfT for an JC and a pair (Bo. B1) such that 
(Bo, B:,) is an extension of (B’, I?‘); 
(Bo, BI) is consistent wit.h (#); 
For every output arccyl , . cy, of gj(x), y, tz Bou B1 for 1 s m s 12 ; 
x witnesses that A ~6:’ &, using generator gi and evaluator ek. 
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If and when SEARCH halts, extend (Bo, B1 j to a complete a.nd consistent pair 
(Bi+‘, Bf+l) where Bj+l v Bi+l contains all strings of length at least j, GOTO~ stage 
j+l. 
End of stage j 
Lemma 33. At each stage, SEARCH is succemful; that is, SEARCH halts. 
Proof. Suppose that SEARCH fails at some stage j = (i, k). It is easy to see that 
an infinite number of pairs (Bo, &) meeting (PB-(3) exist for each X. Assuming 
SEARCH fails it must then be the case that for each x and each pair of sets (&, Bi) 
which meets conditions (l)-(3), A SF’ I& using gi and eke We now prove that this 
cannot happen by giving a nondeterministic polynomial-time procedure for deter- 
mining pain (E,, El) such that (assuming SEARCH fails) x 6: .CL if and only if at 
least one of these pairs (450, El) has the property that at leas; one tt-condition 
produced by gi(x) is ek-satisfied by &. Thus, assuming that SEARCH fails we 
conclude that A E NP which, by hypothesis, cannot be. Therefore SEARCH1 does 
not fail. 
Let {pi} be an effective enumeration of the corresponding polynomial running 
times for the enumeration {gi). Given input X, compute Q&, El) as follows: 
(i) Put B’ into Eo and put B’ into El. 
(ii) Nondeterministically guess at most pi(lxl) strings not in B’ u B’ of the form 
~0, w E (0, l}“, where 1~01 Gpi(lXl) anti put these strings intc- Eo. 
(iii) Nondeterministically guess at most pj<lxl> strings not in B’ u I?’ elf the form 
w 1, w E (0, l}“, where Iw 11 sp&$ and put these strings into El. 
Now consider exactly how a pair (Eo, &) might conflict with ( # ): 
(a) Placing B’ into & and iii into El is consistent with ( #) because (B’, I?) is 
consistent. 
(bj If a string of the form w0 is placed into 450 in (ii) a.nd w 1 is not placeld into 
E1 in (iii), this does not conflict with ( # ) because w 1 can be added to El if and 
only if x E A. 
(c) If a string w 1 is placed into El in (iii) anld w0 is not piaced into & in (ii), 
this does not conflict with (# ) because w0 can be added to EQ if and only if x E A. 
(d) If a string w0 is placed into & in (ii) and w 1 is placed into El in (iii) and 
w E A, this is consistent with (# ). 
(e) If a string w0 is placed into Eo in (ii) and w 1 is placed into El in (iii) and 
w& A, this is not consistent with (# ). 
Therefore, (e) is the only possible situation which conflicts with ( # 1. We will 
now prove that despite (e), on the assumption that SEARCr! fsi’.;, x E A if and 
only if at least one pair (&, El) computed in (i)-(iii) has the property that at least 
one tt-condition produced by gi(x) is ek-satisfied by El,. 
Let x E A’. Assume that on input X, (i)-(iii) determine a pair (Eo, &) such that 
ym~EouE1 for 1 < m < n and such that acccyl , . . cy, is ck-sat isfied by &, where 
arccy1 . . . py,, is some tt-condition generated by gi(x). Let WI = (1~11 w E A ~0 E Eo, 
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and IV 1 E El}, let Eb - E. u W,, and let E=‘1 =El - WI. Assuming that SEARCH 
fails so that ek evaluates cr;nsisl:cntly with the definition of s:‘, accyl . . . l~~~n must 
also be ek-satisfied by El;. On the other hand, it follows from the analysis in (a)-(e) 
that the pair (I,?&, S’, ) is consistent with ( ?r;c ) and since x’ E A, accyl . . . r:‘yn cannot 
be gk_sati&d by EA under the assumption that SEARCH fails. As a re:sult of this 
contradiction, if, on input X, (i)-(iii) detertine a pair (Eo, El) such that y,,, E Eo u El 
for 1 G m ss r~, for some output arccyl . . . cy, of gi (x), then crccyl . . . cy, is not 
ek-satisfied by Eo, 
Now let x E:. A. Let (I&, Bi) be any pair which meets conditions (l)-(3) with the 
string x and also meets the extra conditions: 
(5) IfruOePP’~,Siallcr~~~EBovB1,thFnwOEB,rifwEAandwOEB1ifwEA. 
(6) If wI&B’vB’and w~er&u.&, then wl~&. 
It is easy ito verify that there are infinitely many such pairs. Assuming that 
SEARCH fails and that x E A, some tt-condition generated by gi, say cvccyl . _ , cy,, 
must be ek-saitisfied by Bo. We can assume that onle of the possible computation 
paths through (i)-(iii) determines a pair (El,, El) such that E. u El = 
R’w s’u(yl, ~2,. . . , y,). Letting Wo:={wOJwEA, wOEEo, wO~B~vB’) it 
follows, from conditions (l), (5), and (6) tind steps (ii) and (iii) that Eo- Wo E Bo 
and & u I& c &. AS noted above, the assumption that SEARCH fails implies 
that accyl . . . cy, is ek-satisfied by &, and it now also implies that cvccy l . . . cy, is 
ek-satisfied by Bou W. since ek must evaluate consistently with the definition of 
SF’. Therefore, arccyl . . . cyl., is ek-satisfied by Eo. It follows that when x E A, some 
qath through (i)-(iii) determines apair (&, El) such that some tt-condition produced 
by gi(X), say f.K.cy~ . , . cy,, has y,,, E &v i!?l for 1 s m =S n and is ek-satisfied by Eo. 
Thus, tc get that A E NP, on input. x, use (i)-(iii) to nondeterministically obtain 
a pair (Eo, El). Then, nondeterministicallly compute gi(x) to obtain a tt-condition 
irccy 1 . l . cy,.# If y, E Eo cl El for 1 s blvl s n and if cvccy l . . . cy,, is ek-satisfied by E(,, 
then x EA. Since, by hypothesis, /IL is not in NP, SEARCH must succeed i%t 
stage j. 0 
The theorem is now proved by taking B to be 
pair (B’, #) is complete and consis:‘:ent with (# 
choice of B. A&o, because SEARCFI is successful 
the union of B’ for j EN. Each 
so that ( # ) does hold for this 
at each stage, A Sr’ B. Einallv, 
B is recursive because all strings of kngth j are decided at or before stage j. c3 
The next two corollaries give similar results which now follow for the correspond- 
ing strong nondeterministic and deterministic polynomial-time reducibilities. 
Corollary 3,19. For every reo.&ve set A ti NY n coNP there is a recursive set B such 
that A 6: B and A 6;” B. 
roof. The proof follows the proof or Theorem 3.15 except that the construction 
of (Eo, El; is now simpler: 
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On input X, compute gi(.X) to obtain a tt-condition, say accyl . . . cy,?. Then, 
compute (I&, El) as follows: 
(i) Put B’ into A50 and put B’ into El. 
(ii) For 1 G m G n, if y,, & a’ u #, then put y, into &, if y,, is of the form w0, and 
put y,,., into A??*, if y, is of the form wl. 
By an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 3.16, assuming that SEARCH 
fails, ckzcyl . . . cy,, is ek-satisfied by E0 if and only if x E A. This leads to the 
contradiction that A E NP n coNP. Therefore, SEARCH must succeed. q 
Corollaqi3.18. NP # coNP if and only if HSNp 5 HSNtt. 
Proof. Assume that NP # coNP and select A E NP - coNP to be a <z-complete set 
in NP. Then the set B of Corollary 3.17 is an element of 
For the other direction, let B E HSNtt - HSNp. Then 
such that A 6:” B. By (ii) of Proposition 3.7, A& coNP. 
HSNtt -- HSNp. 
there exists a set A E NP 
a 
CoroLEary 3.19. For every recursive set A E P there is a 
Asp,BlzndA$,PB. 
recursive set B such that 
Proof. The proof follows the proof of Theorem 3.15 except that deterministic 
polynomial-time computable gene1 ators are used and the changes indicated in 
Corollary 3.17 for determining (Eo, I?l) are used. Wit11 these changes, the contradic- 
tion reached in Lemma 3.16 would be that A E P. Cl 
Corollary 3.20. P # NP if and only if HPp 5 HPtt 
Pros%. Similar to the proof of Corollary 3.18. 0 
The next theorem completes our comparisons between the strong nondeterminis- 
tic polynomial-time reducibilities. Theorem 3.21 actually follows by a very slight 
and obvious modification of the proof of Theorem 1 (iii) in [12] and the proof is 
omitted here. 
Theorem 3.21. For every recursive set A& NP n CONP there is a recursive set B such 
that A SF B and A 6iN B. 
(Notice that we cannot replace A Stt SN B with the stronger statement A SE’ B 
because A <F B implies that A 6;’ B and, by Proposition 2.11, A SF’ B implies 
that A z:s:’ 23.) 
Corollary 3.22. NP f coNP if and onZy if HSNtt $5 HSNT. 
roof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 3.18. 0 
4, Couiparisons between the polynodal4uw redusibilities 
]In this section we consider comparisons in strength between corresponding pairs 
of deterministic/strong nondeterministic an’d strong nondeterministic/nondeter- 
ministic polynomial-time reducibilities. Obviously A s E B implies that A G Er' R, 
*andi A szN R implies that A s z’ B fos Q! E {m, c, d, p, tt, T} anld all sets A and B. 
Our concern here is with the converse of these mplications. 
We begin with s G, sgN I and 6:“. FO,r any set B, let PB and NPR denote, 
respectively, the allass P relative to oracle set B and tlhe class NP relative to the 
oracle set B. In [2]1 it is shown that there is a recursive set B such that PB 5 NPB n 
coNPn S. NPS. By selecting A E NPB - eoNP” and selecting C = NPB n coNPB - PB 
it follows immediately that A <TN’ B, A 6:” B, C ctN B, C SF B, #and that =S F. 
s+~, and <tp differ over the class of recursive sets. 
With this result in mind, we ask further i6 upv:,;nrd diagonalization can be used 
to distinguish between stN and SF and betw+:en s yp and ccN. Contrasting answers 
to these ntw=*z’--7 _,Mv3~~~~I~s arz obtained in Theorem 4.1, where we use upward diagonaliz- 
ation to prove that m@ and s F differ, and in Theorem 4.3, where we show that 
upw.3rd iagonalization cannot be used to prove that stPand <FN d#er. 
“lihesrenn 4.1 FOP every recursive set Ati P there exists a recursive set B such that 
A scNBandA &B. ’ 
Proof. Theorem l(iv) of Simon and IGill [ 121 proves tlhat for every recursive set 
A rt’ P there is a recursive set B such that A =G E’ B and A SF B. This is done by 
consiructing, for any recursive set A& P, a recursive set B such that 
x E A if and only if 3y(lxI = [yi and xy E B) (#) 
and such that A 2; B. To obtain the desired set B for this theorem, it is only 
necessary to strengthen (#) to prov!de witnesses to membership in A as well as 
witnesses to membership inA. Thus, f 3r any recursive set A ti P, construct a recursive 
set B such that 
xEAifandonlyif3y(IxI= ylandxyEB), 
XEA ifandonlyUy(lx]+l=lylandxyEB) 
and sucJr that A &F B. Clearly A s:‘~ B for any such B. The details for constructing 
B follow almost exactly those in [ 1;’ j and are omitted. 0 
Coroiiary 4.L (i) P # NP if and only if HPT 5 HSNT, 
(ii) XP # coNP implies that HPT s HSNT. 
Proof. ‘T’he proof of (i) is silmilar to the proof of Corollary 3.18. The proof of (ii) 
fohows from (i) since NP # coNP inplies that P # NP. i3 
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Theorem 4.3. There exists a recursive set A& NP such that for all sets B, if A SF’ B, 
then A djN B. 
(Note tlhat if A E NP n coNP, then the conclusion is trivially true by Proposition 
3.7(ii). Allso, if A E NP - coNP, then the implication can easily be made false by 
selecting .A E NP - CO’NP and B E NP n coNP. Thus, /si & NP is the only interesting 
case .) 
Proof. Let {NPi} be an effective enumeration of the rmondetermjnjstjc Turing 
machines which run in polynornial time. Let A be the recursive set determined by 
the following conditions. 
(1) A=& 
(2) Vi E lV[O’+l E A e NPi does not accept Oi+‘], 
(3) Vi E lV[O’+’ E A * li+l & A) and (O’+’ & A 3 li+’ E A)], 
(4) Vyx E Z*[(x& {O}* and x& (1)“) + ((0’“’ E A +x EA) and (Olxi&A +xtiA))]. 
A few observations are helpful. condition (2) guarantees that A& NP. Condition 
(3) guarantees that for all n >O, either 0” EA or 1” E A but not both, Conditions 
(3) and (4) together imply that knowing which of 0” or 1” is in A is enough to 
determine if x E A for each x such that Ix I= n. 
Now assume that A SF B via M for an arbitrary set .B and nondeterministic 
oracle Turing machine M Consider the following informal description of a non- 
deterministic polynomial-time oracle procedure: 
On input x, if x = ,\ then accept x . If x Z A, then nor&terministically guess which 
of 0’“’ or 1’“’ is in AL. If the guess is that O’x’ E A, then nondeterministically simulate 
M on input 0’“’ with oracle set B. If this simulation finds an accepting path, then 
accept x if x # 1’“’ and reject x if x = 1’“‘. If the guess is that 1% A, then 
nondeterministically simulate M on input 1’“’ with oracle set B. If thrs simulation 
finds an accepting path, then accept x if x = 1’“’ and reject x if x Z I’“‘. 
By the definition of A SF B via M, some cox~~.:tation sequence of M on input 
0’“’ (1”‘) with oracle set B accepts if and only if 01”’ EA (l’Jc’ E A). Using this1 fact 
along with the observations made above, it is easy, to see that this procedure 
witnesses A sFN B. 0 
Corollary 4.4. There exists a recwLCw set A& NP such that for all sets B, if A ~2’ B, 
then A s:~ B for a! z: cm, c, cl, p, tt, T}. 
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 2.11 snd Theorem 4.3+ 0 
Theorem 4.3 and its corollary indicate a weakness inherent in upward diagonaliz- 
ation as a technique for differentiating between reducibilities. This weakness is not 
present in the techniques of [2] since, as noted earlier, their work yields that 5;’ 
and StN do differ. This weakness is also not present in the stratification techniques 
of [6] since [g] contains a proof that SF stratifies <TN’. 
. 
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We now consider GE, d zN, and of,” for clr E {m, c, d, p, tt} beginning with GE and 
<EN. ln contrast with Theorem l4.2 regarding SF and scN, it remains an open 
question as, to whether or noi S! and <EN differ at all for a E {m, c, d, p, tt}. The 
next proposition is essentially the strongest known result concerning this question. 
Proplositiorr 4.5. Let CY E {m, c, d, p, tt}. 
(i) (P=NP)*(A~z~B+A~gBforallsetsAandB). 
(ii) (A fsFN B *A c E B for all seb .4 and B ) + (P = NP n coNP). 
Proof. The proof of (i) follows easily using the ideas from Lemma 2 of [2]. 
E~setrtially,, the idea is that if P = NP, then for any nondeterministic transducer M 
whicn runs in polynomial time there is a deterministic transducer M’ which runs 
in poSynomia1 time and which, on input X, outputs an output producing computation 
of M on input X. (If no computaticn of M on input x produces output, this can 
also be detected by M’ in polynomial time.) Thus, if, for example, A SY B via 
M, then A ~[f B via M” where M” works by first running M’ and then “stripping 
off *’ the output of the computation of ,M which was produced by M’. 
To prove (ii), assume A siN B impli.es that ~1 s “, B lor all A and B. Assuming 
P ,g NPn coNP, select A E r?n’P n coNP- P and B E P such that B # 8 and B # 2”. 
,4 E NP n coNP implies that A s zN B and then, from the hypothesis, A SE B. But 
A. G 1 B and B E P imply that .4 E: P. By contradiction, P = NP n coNP. q 
Proposition 4.5 reveals the intimate connection between the P = NF? problem 
and the szN I s,‘? problem. A proof that azN =Y$ d E would also prove that P # NP. 
Another interesting characterization of the s:” + s:? problem is presented in 
[7,3 j. The following definitions have been reworded from Valiant :[ 151, 
Definition 4.6. (i) PEP denotes the class of functions computable by deterministic 
transducers with polynomial running time. 
(ii) NPC: denotes the class of tot’al (possibly multi-valued’) functions computable 
by nondeterministic transducers with polynomial running tims. Note that for an 
f E NPCP, if nondeterministic trans!ducer M computes f in polynomial time then, 
for all inputs, at least one computation path of M nvtiuts a value since f is total. 
(iii) The notation NPCP c PEP denotes that for all f E NPCP, there exists a g E PEP 
such th& g(x) E f(x) for all x E C*, 
The characterization obtained in [7! 81 is that NPCP c: PEP if and only if 
A<zNB+A GE B for all sets A iand B and a! E {m, c, d, p, tt}. 
Lastiy, we consider s:~ and s tp for CY E {m, c, d, p, tt}. Although upward 
diagsnalization cannot be used to prove that syp and dtN differ, it can be used 
to distinguish between the remaining pairs of strong nondeterministic and nondeter- 
ministic polynomial-time reducibilities. This follows as a corollary to the next 
theorem. 
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Theorem 4.7. For every recursive set A & NP r”\ coNP there exists a recursive set B 
such that A sT;fp B and A SzN B. 
Paoof. For any recursive set A& NP n coNP we construct a recursive set B such that 
(#) 
For any such B, A 6zpB. 
As before, {gi, pi} is an effective enumeration of the nondeterministic polynomial- 
time compu,table tt-condition generators with pi being the running time of gi, and 
{ei} is an effective enumeration of the deterministic polynomial-time computable 
tt-condition evaluators. For j EN, stage j of the construction will ensure that 
A &” B via gi and i?k where j = (i, k). The definitions of a pair of sets (Bo, B1) 
being complete and consistent and just being consistent with ( #) are as usual, as 
is the notation (B’, l?‘). To begin the construction let 8’ = 8 and B” = 8. 
Stage j = (i, k). SEARCH for an x and a pair (Bo, B1) such that 
ir (1) (Bo, B1) extends (B’, I?‘); 
(2) (Bo, B1) is consistent with (#);, 
(I?) for every output cvccyl , . . cy,ofgil(x),y,~Bo~B1for1~m~n; 
. (4) x witnesses that A SzN Bo via gi and t?k. 
If ancl when SEARCH halts, extend (Bo, B1) to a complete and consistent pair 
(Bi+!, Bi+l) where Bi’l v Bi+l ~ __&-.I LW~~~~.~S all strings of length at least j. GOT0 stage 
j+l. 
End of stage j 
Lemma 4.8. At each stage SEAPCH is successful. 
Proof. Assume that SEARCH fails at some stage j = (i, k). On the strength of this 
assumption we present a procedure, call it A4” which witnesses, A E NP n coNP. 
Since A& NP n coNP by hypothesis, we conclude that SEARCH must be succes$ul 
at each stage. 
The procedure M works as follows. @n input x (except for a finite initial segment 
of X*) A& computes gi(x) to obtain a tt-condition, say cuccyl . . . cy,. M then 
determines a consistent pair (Bo, &) extending (B’, I?‘) and containing yi for 16 i s n. 
Assuming that SEARCH fails, ~y~:cy~ . . . cy, is ek-satisfied by B. if and only if x E .4. 
The procedure M follows very closely a similar construction by Simon and Gill 
e proof of Theorem 1 in [ 123. 
In the procedure M the constant m. is chosen so that 
pi(m) < 2”‘2 for all m > rno. 
Also, for any string y E Z*, p(y) is the first half of the string y if 1 y 1 is even and 
pr(y) is uedefme~d if 1 yl is odd. Finally, for any string w E X*, S(w) = 
(WU Ez*: Iwl = !Ul}) 




tbeu accept x if x E A and reject x if x& A 
else begin / * lx I> nz0 */ 
nondeterminisitically compute gi(x) to obta1.n a tt-condition, say 
O!CE)’ 1 ’ l l cy,z ; 
/* now determine the pair (Elo, &) */ 
Bo+-B’; &c@; 
for j := 1 to rt do 
begin 
if yjti B. u Bl then assign yj to Bo or B1 according to the following 
criteria; 
(a) if Iyd is odd then assign yj to B 1 
(b) if lyjl is even and 2’yj’2 >pi(lxj) then assign yj to B1 
(c) if lyjl is even and 2’y~‘2~p4xI) 
then begiu 
recursively compute M(FV(yj)); 
if M(pr(Jfj):l accepts 
then assign y, to Bo 
else assign yj to B1 
end; 
end for; 
/* now determini: if x E A or x E A */ 
if arccyl . . . cy.. is Q -satisfied by Bo 
then accept x 
else reject x 
eud eke 
end /* procedure M */ 
VVe first prove the correctness of M It: Ix I c mo, then M is correct on input X. 
Ry way of induction, assume that M is correct on all strings n such that 1x1~ m 
for some arbitrary m > rno,, Now consider any string, say x0, such that 1x01= m. 
Since - > mu, M enters the “else part” and determines a pair of sets (Bo, BI). If 
the pair (Bo, B1) is consistent with ( # ), then the assumption that SEARCH fails 
impliecl that uccyl . . . CJ 7I is ek-satisfied b:y B. if and only if x0 E A. It only remains, 
then, to argue that the pair (Bo, B1) is consistent with ( # ). 
The assignments B. + B' and B1 + I?' as well as any assignments made at (a) are 
easily seen to be consistent with ( # ). If yj is assigned to B1 at (b) then 2”~“~ >pi(lxol). 
This inequality, together with thie fact that S(pr(yj)) A (B' u l?') = (b at case (b), imply 
that S’(pr(y)) 5 BS u B1 since IS(pr(y,#l T 2’yd’2 > pi (1x01) and gi (x0) can query at most 
m(lX(Ji> strings in cvccyl . . . cy, ; that is, n :h pi([xol). This in turn implies that (Bo, BI) 
can kater be extended to be consistent with ( # ) by assigning some string w E 
S(pr( yj1: - (B~LJ B1) to Bo if and only if pr(y,) E A. Thus, assignments made at (b) 
are consistent with ( # 1. 
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If some yi is assigned to B. at (c) this is because M(pr(y&) accepted. By the 
choice of Q, pi(lx& < 21x01/2 and since 2’yj’2 < -p&l) at (c), Iy,j/2 c 1x01/2* Therefire, 
IPriYbl <lx01 and by the inductive hypothesis, M(pr(y&) accepts if and only if 
pr(yj) E A. Therefore, assigning yi to Bo at (c) is consistent with (# ). Arguing that 
an assignment of yi to & at (c) is consistent with ( #) is done similarly. From this 
analysis of {a)-(c) it now follow!; that (Bo, &) is consistent with (# ), and the 
correctness of M is established. 
To analyze the running time of M, we let T(m) denote the running time of A4 
on inputs of length m. T(m) can be defined by the recurrence relation 
T(m) < pi(dT( Llog2C/dm))J) +dm) for m > m, 
4(m) for m S mo. 
The term PibWY llW2(Pi(m)).l) accounts for recursive calls made at (c). At most 
pi(m) recursive calls will be made and the lengths of the arguments to the recursive 
calls are ‘bounded by [logz( pi(m))J at case (c). The term q(m) accounts for the 
computation of M other than recursive calls. q is polynomial and, without loss of 
generality, we assume that q is taken large enough to guarantee that 
(i) the running time of M on inputs of length m s m. is bounded by q(m), 
(ii) Pi(l~og2(pi(m))l)q(~1og2(pi(m))J)+q(llo82(pi(m))~)~q(~) for tn EN 
We now prove, by induction, that T(m)spJm)q(m)+q(m) for rn~bV and 
therefore that T is polynomial. The base of the induction is true since for m Q mar 
T(m)<q(m)6pj(m)q(m)+q(mj. Now assume the hypothesis for all n<nz for 
arbitrary m > mD. Then 
T(m)sp,+n)T( [log2(pi(~~n))J)+q(m) by definition 
by inductive hypothesis and the condition on the choice of m. 
c pj(m)q(m) -t q(m) by assumption (ii) on the choice of q. 
The assumption that SEARCH fails has led to the conclusion that M witnesses 
A E NP n coNP, which cannot be by hypothesis. Therefore, SEARCH is’ successful 
at each stage. Cl 
The proof of t,,e theorem is finished by takeing B = UjcN 8’ alrd B = LJielv By’. 0 
Corolllsi~ 4,9. For every recursice set A & NP A coNP there exists a recursive set B 
such that A sEp B and A %zN 13 for a E {m, c, d, p, tt}. 
Proof. Immediate from Propositions 2.131 and 3.4 and Theorem 4.7. 0 
The results of this section are summarized in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. (s,, - - -+ bp denotes an open question.) 
5. <lIpen problems 
There are several possibilities for further work. It would be interesting to find 
non-number theoretic examples of *SF-complete sets in NP which are not known 
to be s&complete in NP. Along these lines the question of whether graph isomorph- 
ism is SF -complete in NP was raised in [l]. 
Does NP # coNP imply that s tN and <tN differ on NP? This is the analog of 
the conjecture in [6] that P # NP implies that <Pm and SF differ on NP. 
Does the converse of either (i) or (ii) of Proposition 4.5 hold? More specifically, 
does A G~B=$A sp -m B for all sets A and B imply that P = NP? Does P = 
NPncoNPimplythatA <z?_B+A sLB for allsetsA and B? 
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